Hardened Threads – The 2" FNPT threads on the nipple portion are of hardened stainless steel to reduce wear from repeated use.

Loftness OS170

Excess Flow Valve – With a poppet design similar to the internal valve series, an excess flow spring is available. The spring has a closing
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Loftness OS170

58 cu.
ft.
DESCRIPTION

LIST PRICE
$881.74
$1,941.20
$2,677.69
$505.74
$372.65
$977.96
$214.91
$3,554.30
$619.17

80 cu.
ft.
VALVE-EMER
SHUTOFF 1-1/4" FPT 50 GPM SNAPPY JOE

VALVE-EMER
SHUTOFF 2" FPT 75 GPM SNAPPY JOE
1,690
lbs.

VALVE-EMER
SHUTOFF 3" FPT 195 GPM SNAPPY JOE
6,500
lbs.

RELEASE-CABLE FOR N550 ESV VALVE 50' LONG
KIT-AIR CYL N550 VALVE CLOSE ONLY
KIT-AIR CYL OPEN & CLOSE
SPRING-EXTERNAL CLOSING FOR N550 ESV VALVES
VALVE-EMER SHUTOFF 2" FPT X 3-1/4" MPT RR TANK CARS
ACTUATOR-EMER SHUTOFF N550 ESV VALVES

409 Stainless Steel

Remote Shutdown

Low Profile

At only 56.4 inches tall, the OS170
leads the industry with its low profile,
allowing it to easily travel under tree
branches. Despite the lower profile,
the spreader has one of the highest
capacities with the ability to carry up
to 80 cubic feet of material.

Narrow Width

With a hopper width of 48.7 inches
and tire width of only 50.1 inches, the
OS170 can operate efficiently in some
of the narrowest spaced plantings.

Fertilizer - NH3

Hopper
Capacity - Struck
PART
NUMBER
Hopper Capacity - Heaped
LP-N551-10
LP-N551-16
Weight Empty
LP-N551-24
Maximum Gross Weight
LP-P164B
Hopper Construction
LP-P327D
LP-P539
LP-P551
LP-N562-26
LP-ME551

Stainless Steel Construction

The hopper is constructed of 409
painted stainless steel for superior
corrosion resistance. All other areas
exposed to continuous fertilizer
contact are made from stainless steel
as well, such as the 304 stainless steel
conveyor chain.

Safely shuts down all valves from 300 feet away in any direction. Works with electric or pneumatic ESV and internal valves. Apply to
existing or pneumatic systems with minimal installation. Works with any pneumatic brand actuator eliminating unreliable cable pull
systems. Operate up to 15 RSD-E1 transmitters per E-Box. Transmitters are programmable for multiple facility sites. RSD E-Box is ready to
go with 110 Volts in and 12 Volts out and includes one RSD-E1 transmitter.
PART NUMBER
DESCRIPTION
RSD-E1
TRANSMITTER-REMOTE
Mechanical
Consistent
Pattern
RSD-E-BOX Apron Drive
RECEIVER-STORAGE
REMOTE Spread
SHUTDOWN
The
OS170 comes standard with aMODULE-PNEUMATIC
Dual stainless
steel
spinners produce a
RSD-SVH-AA
SOLENOID
VALV
mechanical apron drive with hydraulic
shut-off. It can also be equipped with
a rope pull shut-off, or both hydraulic
and rope shut-off.

consistent spread pattern up to 25 feet
wide on the standard model. A 40-foot
spread width is optional.

www.feiinc.com
CALL

Columbus, NE
800.274.1025

Dothan, AL
800.227.4098

to accommodate a wider range of
drawbar heights, and allows for
leveling of the spreader.

FOR OPTIONS AND PRICING

129FM 3092

ORCHARD
SPREADER

agspray.com
Bakersfield, CA
877.724.2236

LIST PRICE
$384.06
Adjustable Hitch
$4,089.53
The hitch has an adjustable clevis
$674.62

Fargo, ND
800.373.4084

Hopkinsville, KY
800.637.7172

Mankato, MN
800.722.9376

Newton, KS
800.394.7662

Pasco, WA
800.634.2026

Tempe, AZ
877.974.7166

